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Abstract
Let G be a finite abelian group with exponent n, and let r be a
positive integer. Let A be a k × m matrix with integer entries. We
show that if A satisfies some natural conditions and |G| is large enough
then, for each r–coloring of G \ {0}, there is δ depending only on r, n
and m such that the homogeneous linear system Ax = 0 has at least
δ|G|m−k monochromatic solutions. Density versions of this counting
result are also addressed.
1 Introduction
A central topic in Arithmetic Ramsey Theory is the study of monochromatic
solutions of homogeneous linear systems in a colouring of the ambient group.
Let A be a k×mmatrix with integer coefficients. The linear system Ax = 0 is
said to be partition regular if every finite colouring of the nonzero integers has
a monochromatic solution of the system. A celebrated theorem by Rado [15]
characterizes such partition regular systems in the integers in terms of the
so–called columns condition over Q.
More generally, we say that a (k × m) matrix A with coefficients in a
ring R satisfies the columns condition over R if we can order the column
vectors A1, . . . , Am and find 1 ≤ k1 < k2 · · · < kt = m (with k0 = 0) such
that, if we set
Si =
ki∑
j=ki−1+1
Aj ,
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we have that
(i) S1 = 0 in Rk.
(ii) for 1 < i ≤ t, Si can be expressed as a linear combination of A1, . . . , Aki−1
with coefficients in R.
Deuber [3] extended Rado’s characterization to general abelian groups.
Since the definition of partition regular systems involves all finite colourings,
the statement holds only in infinite groups. A finitistic version of the Ramsey
statement was given by Bergelson, Deuber and Hindman [1] for vector spaces
over finite fields.
Theorem 1.1 (Bergelson, Deuber and Hindman [1]). Let F be a finite field
and A a (k×m) matrix with coefficients in F . The following statements are
equivalent.
(i) For every r ∈ N there is n(r, |F |,m) ∈ N such that every r–coloring
of Fn \ {0} with n ≥ n(r, |F |,m) has a monochromatic solution of the ho-
mogeneous linear system Ax = 0.
(ii) The matrix A verifies the columns condition over F .
Counting versions of the above existence results start with Varnavides [16]
for the theorem of van der Waerden, by showing that the number of 3-term
monochromatic arithmetic progressions in finite colorings of the integers is
a positive fraction of its total number. Frankl, Graham and Ro¨dl [5] ex-
tended the above result to partition regular linear systems in the integers,
by proving that the set of monochromatic solutions has positive density in
the set of all solutions.
Theorem 1.2 (Frankl, Graham, Ro¨dl [5]). Let r be a positive integer. As-
sume the k×m integer matrix A satisfies the column condition over Q. Then,
there exists a constant c = c(r,A) > 0 such that in every r-colouring of the
integer interval [1, N ] there are at least cNm−k monochromatic solutions to
the linear equation Ax = 0.
In the same paper the authors also characterize the linear systems which
are density regular, namely, the ones which have solutions in any set of
integers with positive upper density. They also show that the number of
solutions of a density regular system in a set with positive upper density is
a positive fraction of the total number of solutions (in this case the constant
of proportionality depends on the density of the considered set).
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The result in [5] for partition regular systems relies on van der Waerden’s
theorem on the existence of monochromatic arithmetic progressions in any
finite coloring of a sufficiently long integer interval. The result for density
regular systems uses Szemere´di’s theorem [14] on the existence of arbitrarily
long arithmetic progressions in sets of integers with positive upper density
and the multidimensional Szemere´di theorem proved by Furstenberg and
Katznelson [6]. These three results cannot be applied in abelian groups
with finite torsion.
Recall that the exponent of a group G is the least integer n for which
gn = 1, for all g ∈ G. In this work we show that, under certain hypothesis
similar to the columns condition imposed on the matrix A, the number of
monochromatic solutions to Ax = 0 in an abelian group G with exponent n
is at least δ|G|m−k for some δ depending only on r, n and m and sufficiently
large |G|. This applies to finite fields (Theorem 2.1, where the coefficients
of the matrix can be taken in the field.) More precisely, let A be a (k ×m)
matrix with integer entries. We say that A satisfies the n-columns condition
if it satisfies the Zn-columns condition when its entries are considered to be
in Zn (all the operations and coefficients are thought to be in Zn.) Our main
result is the following one:
Theorem 1.3 (Number of solutions for bounded torsion abelian groups).
Let G be a finite abelian group with exponent n. Let r be a positive integer
and let A be a (k ×m) matrix with integer entries.
Assume that A satisfies the n–columns condition. There is a constant
c > 0 depending only on r, n and m such that, if |G| is sufficiently large,
every r–colouring of G \ {0} has at least c|G|m−k monochromatic solutions
of the equation Ax = 0 in G \ {0}.
The general idea of the proof is as follows. Assume that the number of
solutions is asymptotically smaller than a constant fraction of |G|m−k. We
use a Ramsey result to ensure a monochromatic solution within a popular
substructure. We then use an appropriate version of the Removal Lemma
to observe that, if the number of solutions is small, we can remove all the
solutions by deleting few elements. However, if the number of removed
elements is small, then one of the popular structures should survive intact
still containing a monochromatic solution and we reach a contradiction.
The argument is first illustrated for the simpler case of finite fields in
Section 2. The Ramsey result in this case is [1, Theorem 2.4] and the
Removal Lemma for linear systems in finite fields is supplied by Shapira [12]
and by Kra´l’ and the authors [9].
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The scheme of the proof of the main result , Theorem 1.3, is analogous to
the one for the case of finite fields. Unfortunately, direct application of the
above case does not give enough solutions for general finite abelian groups
with bounded exponent and we need some preliminary results.
We first prove, in Section 3, a specific Ramsey result we need, Lemma 3.1,
which guarantees a particular monochromatic structure containing solutions
of linear systems. The proof is an adaptation of the one by Spencer [13] of
the Vector Space Ramsey Theorem by Graham, Leeb and Rothschild [7]. In
the last section we briefly discuss the reason we include a complete proof of
Lemma 3.1.
In Section 4 we give an asymptotic counting result for the number of
subgroups of a given type in an abelian group G by using a result by Yeh [18]
on the number of subgroups of a p–group. With these two ingredients and
the version of the Removal Lemma for linear systems in abelian groups
(Lemma 5.1) we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.3 in Section 5.
Finally, Section 6 discusses the density case. We give a characterization,
Theorem 6.1, of the matrices A with integer entries which are density regular
for every finite abelian group. The paper closes with some final remarks.
2 Number of monochromatic solutions inside FNq
For this section, we let A be a k × m matrix with coefficients in a finite
field F of order q = pl. Let χ : FN → [r] be a colouring with r colours.
We are interested in solutions of the system Ax = 0, with x = (x1, . . . , xm),
xi ∈ F
N \{0} and χ(x1) = χ(x2) = · · · = χ(xm) (monochromatic solutions.)
Bergelson, Deuber and Hindman [1] gave the characterization of partition
regular systems for finite fields stated in Theorem 1.1. In this section we
prove the following counting version of the result:
Theorem 2.1 (Number of monochromatic solutions in Finite Fields). Let F
be a finite field with q = pl elements, let k, m, N , r be positive integers, m ≥
k, and let A be a k×m matrix with coefficients in F . Assume that A satisfies
the F -columns condition. Then, for any coloring of the elements of FN with
r colors and sufficiently large N , there exists a constant c = c(r, q,m) > 0
such that the system Ax = 0 with x = (x1, . . . , xm) and xi ∈ F
N has at least
cqN(m−k) monochromatic solutions.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is a simple combination of the Ramsey result
Theorem 1.1 and the Removal Lemma for finite fields, Lemma 2.2 below,
proved independently by Shapira [12] and Kra´l’ and the authors [9]. It
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illustrates the proof strategy described in the Introduction when there are
no additional difficulties.
Lemma 2.2 (Removal Lemma for systems of equations [12], [9]). For all
positive integers k and m, k ≤ m, and every ǫ > 0, there exists δ = δ(ǫ,m) >
0 such that the following holds: Let F = Fq be the finite field of order q and
X1, . . . ,Xm be subsets of F , let A be a (k ×m) matrix with coefficients in
F .
If there are at most δqm−k solutions of the system Ax = 0, x = (x1, . . . , xm),
with xi ∈ Xi, then there exist sets X
′
1, . . . ,X
′
m with X
′
i ⊆ Xi and |Xi \X
′
i| ≤
ǫq such that there is no solution of the system Ax = 0 with xi ∈ X
′
i.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let F = Fq be the finite field over q elements. Let
FN be an N -dimensional space over F . Let r be the number of colours and
let m be the number of columns of the matrix A. Denote by Yi the set
of elements coloured i, i = 1, . . . , r. Let M ≥ n(r, q,m) be such that FM
contains a monochromatic solution according to Theorem 1.1.
At this point, we apply r times Lemma 2.2, one for each colour, with ǫ
to be specified later and X1 = X2 = · · · = Xm = Yi. By Lemma 2.2 there
is δ = δ(ǫ,m) such that, if the number of monochromatic solutions is at
most δqN(m−k), then we obtain sets Y ′i ⊂ Yi with |Y
′
i | ≤ mǫq
N such that
S = FN \
⋃r
i=1 Y
′
i has no monochromatic solution of our linear system.
The number ofM–dimensional subspaces in FN is given by the Gaussian
coefficient
(
N
M
)
q
. As we have removed at most rmǫqN elements and each of
them belongs to at most(
N
M
)
q
qM − 1
qN − 1
=
(
N − 1
M − 1
)
q
,
M–dimensional subspaces, we have removed at most
rmǫqN
(
N − 1
M − 1
)
q
such spaces. We observe that(
N
M
)
q
rmqN
(
N−1
M−1
)
q
=
qN − 1
rmqN (qM − 1)
→
1
rm(qM − 1)
as N →∞.
Hence we can choose ǫ independently of N , for sufficiently large N , such
that
0 < ǫ <
(
N
M
)
q
rmqN
(
N−1
M−1
)
q
,
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so that there is at least one M–subspace in S. By Theorem 1.1, S still
contains a monochromatic solution. This contradicts Lemma 2.2, so that
the system has at least δqN(m−k) monochromatic solutions, completing the
proof of the Theorem.
3 A Ramsey result
The scheme of the proof of Theorem 1.3 is the same as the one in Section 2
for the case of finite fields. Unfortunately, direct application of Theorem 2.1
when n is not a prime does not give us enough solutions, as the number
of subgroups isomorphic to ZNp inside G, for any prime p dividing n, is
not large enough. In order to overcome this difficulty, we prove a specific
Ramsey result, Lemma 3.1 below. This Section is devoted to the proof of
this result.
Lemma 3.1 (Solutions outside the finite fields). Let n be a composite pos-
itive integer. Let A be a k × m integer matrix satisfying the n-columns
condition. There exists an M = M(r, n,m) such that, for any coloring of
the elements of ZMn \{0} with r colors, there exists a monochromatic solution
x = (x1, . . . , xm) to the system Ax = 0, with xi ∈ Z
M
n \
⋃
p|n Z
M
p . Moreover,
the order of all the xi’s is n.
The proof of Lemma 3.1 follows the ideas in Bergelson, Deuber, Hindman
[1], which come back to Deuber [3], for the proof of Theorem 1.1. For the
case of finite fields, this approach uses the Vector Space Ramsey Theorem of
Graham, Leeb and Rothschild [7]. In our context we also need the following
version of this result, Lemma 3.2 below. Before stating the Lemma let us
fix some terminology.
We denote the standard generating set of Zmn by {e1, . . . , em}, where ei
has all entries zero but the i–th entry equal to one. Let H < Zmn be a
subgroup isomorphic to Ztn. For a given generating set B = {x1, . . . , xt} of
H, we denote by
F (x1, . . . , xt) = {xi +
t∑
j=i+1
ajxj : i ∈ {1, . . . , t} and each aj ∈ Zn}.
Let Y = {y1, . . . , ym} be a generating set of Z
m
n . We say that X =
{x1, . . . , xt} is an echelon generating set with respect to Y if there are inte-
gers 1 ≤ k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kt ≤ m such that
xi = yki +
∑
ki<j
αi,jyj, i = 1, . . . , t, for some αi,j ∈ Zn.
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We note that, since |Y | = m and |X| = t, all elements in Y and in X must
have order n. When Y = {e1, . . . , em} we omit the reference to Y and simply
say that X is an echelon generating set.
Lemma 3.2 (Graham-Leeb-Rothschild for groups). For any positive inte-
gers r,m and n, there is a positive integer M =M(r,m, n) with the follow-
ing property. For every r–coloring of the n–cyclic subgroups X ∼= Zn of Z
M
n ,
there is an echelon generating set {x1, . . . , xm} such that the set of all n–
cyclic subgroups generated by elements in F (x1, . . . , xm) is monochromatic.
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is an adaptation of the one by Spencer [13] of
the Vector Space Ramsey Theorem which can be found in [8]. We will use
the same strategy and notation. We note that, if n is a prime, then Lemma
3.2 can be derived from the Vector Space Ramsey Theorem. The validity
of the analog of this Theorem for abelian groups of the form ZMn when n is
not a prime is settled by Voigt [17]. The application of this version to our
present needs, however, is not straightforward. We therefore give a direct
proof of the weaker version stated in Lemma 3.2 (see Section 7 for further
discussion on this question.)
We postpone the proof of Lemma 3.2 to Subsection 3.2 and proceed to
show Lemma 3.1.
3.1 Proof of Lemma 3.1
The first step in the proof is to show that one can always find solutions to the
homogenous linear system Ax = 0 within a set of the form F (x1, . . . , xm).
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a k×m integer matrix satisfying the n-column con-
dition. Let G ∼= ZMn and let x1, . . . , xm be m elements in G such that
〈x1, . . . , xm〉 ∼= Z
m
n .
There are elements y1, . . . , ym in F (x1, . . . , xm) such that y = (y1, . . . , ym)
is a solution of the linear system Ax = 0. In particular, each yi has order
n.
Proof. Since A satisfies the n-columns condition, we may assume that the
columns of A are ordered in such a way that there are integers 1 ≤ k1 <
k2 < · · · < kt = m such that
(i) S1 =
∑k1
j=1A
j = 0 ∈ Zkn
(ii) for 1 < i ≤ t, Si =
∑ki
j=ki−1+1
Aj can be expressed as a linear combina-
tion of the columns A1, . . . , Aki−1 with coefficients in Zn.
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Let Si =
∑ki−1
j=1 λi,jA
j , with λi,j ∈ Zn be the linear combination of S
i in
terms of Aj’s. Set F = F (x1, . . . , xm). We construct inductively a solution
y ∈ Fm as follows.
We set y1i = x1 for i ∈ [1, k1]. It follows from (i) that
(A1 . . . Ak1)(y11 , . . . , y
1
ki
)T = 0.
Assume that
(A1, . . . , Aki)(yi1, . . . , y
i
ki
)T = 0,
for some 1 ≤ i < t and define
yi+1j =
{
yij − λi+1xi+1, j ∈ [1, ki]
xi+1, j ∈ [ki + 1, ki+1].
Then,
(A1, . . . , Aki+1)(yi+11 , . . . , y
i+1
ki+1
)T = (A1, . . . , Aki+1)(yi1, . . . , y
i
ki
, 0, . . . , 0)T
+ (A1, . . . , Aki+1)(−λi+1,1, . . . ,−λi+1,ki , 1, . . . , 1)xi+1,
where the first summand is zero by induction and the second one because
of the n–column property.
Notice that, when we have finished with the recursion, we obtain an
element of F (x1, . . . , xt)
m, where t is the number of classes of the partition
of the columns.
We are now ready to prove Lemma 3.1
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let M = M(r,m, n) be the value for which the con-
clusion of Lemma 3.2 holds. Let χ : ZMn → [r] be an r–coloring of the
elements of ZMn .
Every element x =
∑
i=1 xiei ∈ Z
M
n can be uniquely identified as the
vector (x1, . . . , xn) with 0 ≤ xi ≤ n − 1. We define a liner ordering of
the elements in ZMn by the lex order of its coordinates: (a1, . . . , aM ) <
(b1, . . . , bM ) if and only if ai = bi for i < j and aj < bj, where j is the first
entry in which the two vectors disagree.
We define a colouring χ′ on the n–cyclic groups isomorphic of ZMn as
follows. For each n–cyclic subgroup T < ZMn ,
χ′(T ) = χ(min
≤
{y : 〈y〉 = T}),
that is, χ′(T ) is the color of its smallest generating element in the lex order.
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By Lemma 3.2 there is an echelon generating set {x1, . . . , xm} of a sub-
group H < ZMn isomorphic to Z
m
n such that all n–cyclic subgroups generated
by elements in F (x1, . . . , xm) have the same color.
By Lemma 3.3, there are y1, . . . , ym ∈ F (x1, . . . , xm) such that y =
(y1, . . . , ym) is a solution to Ax = 0.
The final observation is that, by the definition of F (x1, . . . , xm) and
the fact that {x1, . . . , xm} is an echelon generating set, every element in
F (x1, . . . , xm) has order n and is the minimum element of the n–cyclic sub-
group it generates. Indeed, let z = xi+
∑m
j=i+1 ajxj for some i and some ele-
ments aj ∈ Zn, be an element in F (x1, . . . , xm). Since {x1, . . . , xm} is an ech-
elon generating set, each element can be written as xi = eki +
∑
ki<j
αi,jej ,
so that its leftmost nonzero coordinate is 1, while the leftmost coordinates
of xj, j > i have larger subscripts. Thus z has the same order as xi, which
is n, and its leftmost nonzero coordinate is one, so that it is the smaller
element in 〈z〉.
By the above observation, we have χ(yi) = χ
′(〈yi〉) for each i and the
solution y is monochromatic. This completes the proof.
3.2 Proof of Lemma 3.2
The proof of Lemma 3.2 is an adaptation of the one by Spencer [13] of the
Vector Space Ramsey Theorem which can be found in [8]. We will use the
same strategy and notation.
For a group G ∼= ZMn and a positive integer i ≤ n, we denote by [G]
i
the family of cosets of subgroups of G isomorphic to Zin. We call each such
coset an i–translate. If B ⊂ G is a u-translate, we also denote by [B]i the
i-translates of G in B.
Let B ∈ [G]u+1 and let p : B → Zun be a surjective projection. We
note that, for each 1–translate T ∈ [B]1, its projection p(T ) can be either a
1–translate in p(B), in which case we call T transverse, or a 0–translate (a
point), in which case we call T vertical, or none of the two, namely, p(T ) is
a coset of a proper subgroup of Zn, in which case T is said to be degenerate.
We say that B is special relative to an r–coloring χ : [B]1 → [r] and p if
for every pair of transverse 1–translates T, T ′ ∈ [B]1,
if p(T1) = p(T2) ∈ [p(B)]
1 then χ(T1) = χ(T2),
that is, the color of a transverse 1–translate in B is defined by the color of
its projection.
The first step is to show that, for M sufficiently large, every r–coloring
of ZMn has a special (u+1)–translate for the natural projection. In the proof
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we use the Hales–Jewett Theorem (see e.g. [8, Theorem 2.2.3].)
Lemma 3.4. For every positive integers u and r, there exists w = w(u, r)
with the following property. Fix p : Zu+wn → Z
u
n, the projection onto the first
u coordinates. For each colouring χ : [Zu+wn ]
1 → [r], there is an echelon
generating set {y1, . . . , yu+1} and b ∈ Z
u+w
n such that the (u + 1)–translate
B = b+ 〈y1, . . . , yu+1〉 is special with respect to p and χ.
Proof. Let F denote the family of functions f : Zun → Zn of the form
f(x1, . . . , xu) = c0 + c1x1 + · · ·+ cuxu with c0, c1, . . . , cu ∈ Zn.
For every F = (f1, . . . , fw) ∈ F
w, where w is to be specified later, we define
the lifting F : Zun → Z
u+w
n by
F (x) = (x, F (x)).
We observe that the image of a 1–translate T ∈ [Zun]
1 by a lifting is a 1–
translate of Zu+wn : F (T ) ∈ [Z
u+w
n ]
1. Let v be the number of 1–translates of
Zun. Define a coloring χ
′ on Fw with rv colors by
χ′(F ) = (χ(F (T )) : T ∈ [Zun]
1).
Set w = HJ(|F|, rv), the constant for which the conclusion of the Hales–
Jewett Theorem holds. By the Hales–Jewett Theorem, there is a combinato-
rial line L in Fw which is monochromatic by χ′. By reordering coordinates,
we may assume that
L = {(f, . . . , f, fη+1, . . . , fw) : f ∈ F},
where fη+1, . . . , fw are fixed. We set
B =
⋃
F∈L
F (Zun).
Every element of B is of the form (x, F (x)) where x ∈ Zun and F ∈ L. Every
element F in the combinatorial line has, up to reordering of the coordinates,
η equal components running over F and w−η fixed components fη+1, . . . , fw.
Each fj is of the form fj(x1, . . . , xu) = c
j
0 + c
j
1x1 + · · · + c
j
uxu. Therefore,
with the elements
yi = ei +
u+w∑
j=u+η+1
cji ej , i = 1, . . . , u
yu+1 = eu+1 + · · ·+ eu+η, (1)
b =
u+w∑
j=u+η+1
cj0ej ,
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where the ei’s denote the standard generating set of Z
u+w
n , we have B =
b+B0 with B0 = 〈y1, . . . , yu+1〉, and {y1, . . . , yu+1} is an echelon generating
set.
Let us show that B is special. Let T ∈ [B]1 be transverse, say T = t0+T0
for an n–cyclic subgroup T0 < B0. Then p(T ) = p(t0) + p(T0) and, since
T is transverse, p(T0) is an n–cyclic subgroup of Z
u
n. Hence, the first u+ η
coordinates of an element t ∈ T can be written as
ti = xi + (t0)i, i = 1, . . . , u
ti = (t0)i + [f(x)− f(0)]i−u, i = u+ 1, . . . , u+ η
for some f ∈ F . Therefore, by taking F = (f, . . . , f, fη+1, . . . , fw) ∈ L, we
can write
T = F (p(T )).
Hence, if T, T ′ ∈ [B]1 are two transverses with p(T ) = p(T ′) and T =
F (p(T )), T ′ = F
′
(p(T )), the fact that χ′(F ) = χ′(F ′) (because both belong
to the mono–χ′ line L) implies, by the definition of χ′, that χ(T ) = χ(T ′).
Hence B is special with respect to χ and p.
We next prove the affine version of Lemma 3.2. It uses the extended
Hales–Jewett theorem for the existence of monochromatic k–dimensional
combinatorial spaces in a coloring of the combinatorial cube (see e.g. [8,
Theorem 2.3.7].) In particular, when applied to a coloring of ZMn for suffi-
ciently large M , we get a monochromatic k–coset of a subgroup isomorphic
to Zkn which admits an echelon generating set.
For brevity, we call the monochromatic structure we are looking for a
(t, n)–skeleton. That is, a (t, n)–skeleton is the set of n–cyclic subgroups gen-
erated by elements in F (x1, . . . , xt) for some echelon generating set {x1, . . . , xt}.
Lemma 3.5 (Affine version). For any positive integers r, t and n, there is
a positive integer M =M(r, t, n) such that, for any r–coloring of the cosets
y + X, y ∈ ZMn , X < Z
M
n with X
∼= Zn, there is a point x0 ∈ Z
M
n and a
(t, n)-skeleton S, such that x0 + S is monochromatic.
Proof. For integers t1, . . . , tr, we denote by N(t1, . . . , tr) the number such
that, for N ≥ N(t1, . . . , tr), every r–coloring χ : [Z
N
n ]
1 → [r] of the n–cyclic
subgroups of ZNn contains, for some 1 ≤ i ≤ r, a (ti, n)–skeleton S and
x0 ∈ Z
N
n such that x0 + S is monochromatic with color i. The Lemma
follows by proving the existence of N(t, . . . , t).
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We use induction on the r–tuples (t1, . . . , tr). Clearly, N(1, . . . , 1) = 1
andN(1, . . . , 1, 0, 1, . . . , 1) = 0. Suppose thatN(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti−1, ti+1, . . . , tr)
exists for each 1 ≤ i ≤ r. We set
s = max
1≤i≤r
N(t1, . . . , ti−1, ti − 1, ti+1, . . . , tr),
u = EHJ(s, n, r),
w = w(u, r),
N = u+ w, (2)
where EHJ(s, n, r) is the function for the extended Hales-Jewett Theorem
and w(u, r) is the function from Lemma 3.4.
Let χ : [ZNn ]→ [r] be a given coloring of the 1-translates of Z
N
n . By the
definition of w from Lemma 3.4, there is a (u+1)-translate B = b+B0, and
an echelon generating set of B0 ∼= Z
u+1
n , that is special under the natural
projection p : B → Zun. We define a coloring χ
′ of the elements in Zun, by
χ′(x) = χ(p−1(x)),
where Tx = p
−1(x) is the unique vertical 1-translate in B that collapses
completely onto x.
By the definition of u, there exists an s-translate X ⊂ Zun monochro-
matic, say of color 1, under χ′. Then p−1(X) ⊂ B, is an special (s + 1)-
translate all of whose vertical 1-translates are colored 1. We define a coloring
χ′′ in [X]1 by
χ′′(p(T )) = χ(T ), for each transverse T ∈ [B]1.
Since p is special, this is a well defined coloring. By the induction hypothesis,
as s ≤ N(t1−1, t2, . . . , tr), there exists a (k, n)–skeleton S
′ ⊆ X and x′0 ∈ Z
N
n
so that either
(i) k = ti for some 2 ≤ i ≤ r and x
′
0 + S
′ has color i under χ′′, or
(ii) k = t1 − 1 and x
′
0 + S
′ has color 1 under χ′′.
In case (i), x′0 + S
′ is a (ti, n)–skeleton with color i and we are done.
In case (ii), let S′ = [F (y1, . . . , yk)]
1, where y1, . . . , yk form an echelon
generating set of a subgroup of B0 isomorphic to Z
k
n. By using the notation
from the proof of Lemma 3.4 on the structure of B, we can add yk+1 := yu+1
to these elements to form an echelon generating set {y1, . . . , yk, yk+1} of a
subgroup of B0 isomorphic to Z
k+1
n . Moreover, all the n–cyclic subgroups
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generated by elements yi+
∑
j>i ajyj ∈ F (y1, . . . , yk+1) are, with respect to
the projection p, either transverse (if i < k + 1) or vertical (if i = k + 1.)
Hence, for S = [F (y1, . . . , yk+1)]
1, we obtain the monochromatic (t1, n)–
skeleton x0 + S with color 1. This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.2 follows from Lemma 3.5 using a standard argument: color
each 1-translate of ZNn by the color of its corresponding n–cyclic subgroup.
4 Counting Subgroups
In this section we give a counting result, Proposition 4.3 below, for the
number of subgroups isomorphic to ZMn in an abelian group G which will
be used for the proof of the main result Theorem 1.3, as well as the density
result in Section 6.
We shall use the following result by Yeh [18] regarding the number of
subgroups of a p-group, p a prime. A p-group G is of type (k1, k2, . . . , kη),
k1 ≤ · · · ≤ kη, if G ∼=
∏η
i=1 Zpki .
Theorem 4.1 (Number of subgroups of a p-group, [18]). Let G be a prime
power abelian group of order pk1+k2+···+kη , type (k1, k2, . . . , kη), where k’s
are arranged in ascending order of magnitude. Let
h1 = h2 = · · · = hm1 > hm1+1 = · · · = hm1+m2 > · · · (3)
> hm1+m2+···+mr−1+1 = · · · = hm1+m2+···+mr ,
where m1 +m2 + · · ·+mr = m ≤ η, be m positive integers not greater than
kη, and let νi be such that kνi < hi ≤ kνi+1 (i = 1, 2, · · · ,m; k0 = 0). Then
the number of subgroups of type (3) is given by
ph
m∏
i=1
(pη−νi−i+1 − 1)
/
r∏
µ=1
mµ∏
ν=1
(pν − 1)
where
h =
m∑
i=1
(η − νi + 1− 2i)(hi − 1)
+
1
2
(m21 +m
2
2 + · · ·+m
2
r −m
2) +
m∑
i=1
νi∑
µ=0
kµ.
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For our present purposes we denote by
[
G
M
]
n
the number of subgroups
of G isomorphic to ZMn . We next apply Theorem 4.1 to prove Proposition 4.3
below. We use the following simple Lemma, for which we omit its proof.
Lemma 4.2. Let G = Zn1 × . . . × Zns−1 × Zns be an abelian group with
n1| · · · |ns−1|ns. If H is a subgroup of G isomorphic to Zns, then
G/H ∼= Zn1 × . . .× Zns−1 .
Let us notice that the statement of Lemma 4.2 is not true if H is iso-
morphic to a smaller cyclic group.
Proposition 4.3. Let G be an abelian group of exponent n and let M > 1
be an integer. If ZMn is a subgroup of G then,[
G
M
]
n
≥ c1|G|
[
G/Zn
M − 1
]
n
,
for some constant c1 which depends only on M and n.
Proof. Let G =
∏
p|nGp be the decomposition of G into its p–components.
The number of subgroups of G isomorphic to ZMn is the product of the
number of subgroups of Gp isomorphic to Z
M
pβp
for each prime p dividing n,
where βp is the largest power of p dividing n:[
G
M
]
n
=
∏
p|n
[
Gp
M
]
pβp
. (4)
Let Gp be of type (α1, . . . , αl), where αl = βp. Let M
′ ≥ M denote the
number of copies of Zpαl in Gp, so that Z
M ′
pαl ⊂ Gp but Z
M ′+1
pαl 6⊂ Gp. We can
apply Theorem 4.1 with η = l, m = m1 =M and h1 = · · · = hm1 = αl. We
then have νi = l −M
′ for each i = 1, . . . ,M , and[
Gp
M
]
pαl
= ph
M∏
i=1
pl−(l−M
′)−i+1
(pi − 1)
≥ ph+
∑M
i=1(M
′−2i+1). (5)
The value of h given by Theorem 4.1 is, in our case,
h =
M∑
i=1
(l − (l −M ′) + 1− 2i)(αl − 1) +
M∑
i=1
νi∑
µ=0
kµ
=
M∑
i=1
(M ′ − 2i+ 1)(αl − 1) +M
l−M ′∑
i=1
αi.
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Hence the exponent of p in (5) is
αl
M∑
i=1
(M ′ − 2i+ 1) +M
l−M ′∑
i=1
αi =M
l∑
i=1
αi −M
2αl,
which gives [
Gp
M
]
pαl
≥ p−M
2αl |Gp|
M .
Therefore, in view of (4), we have[
G
M
]
n
≥ c1|G|
M , (6)
where c1 =
∏
p|n p
−M2βp depends only on M and n.
Let us compute an upper bound for the number of subgroups isomorphic
to ZM−1pαl in Gp/Zpαl . We use Lemma 4.2 to see that if Gp is of type
(α1, α2, . . . , αl−1, αl),
then Gp/Zpαl is of type
(α1, α2, . . . , αl−1).
By using again Theorem 4.1 for the p–component Gp of G, we have
[
Gp/Zpαl
M − 1
]
pαl
= ph
M−1∏
i=1
(p(l−1)−(l−M
′)−i+1 − 1)
(pi − 1)
≤ ph+(M−1)(M
′−1), (7)
where
h =
M−1∑
i=1
((l − 1)− (l −M ′) + 1− 2i)(αl − 1) +
M−1∑
i=1
νi∑
µ=0
kµ
≤ (M − 1)(M ′ − 1)(αl − 1) + (M − 1)
l−M ′∑
i=1
αi
= (M − 1)(
l−1∑
i=1
αi − (M
′ − 1)).
By substituting this value of h in (7) we get[
Gp/Zpαl
M − 1
]
pαl
≤ p(M−1)
∑l−1
i=1 αi = |Gp|
M−1.
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By applying (4) to G/Zpαl ,[
G/Zb
M − 1
]
n
=
∏
p|n
[
Gp/Zpβp
M − 1
]
pβp
≤ |G|M−1. (8)
By combining (6) and (8) we get the result.
5 Proof of Theorem 1.3
We first introduce the Removal Lemma for abelian groups. We recall that
the k–determinantal of an integer matrix A is the greatest common divisor
of all the determinants of square submatrices of order k of A.
Lemma 5.1 (Removal Lemma for Abelian Groups [10]). Given an integer
(k×m) matrix A and ǫ > 0 there is a δ = δ(ǫ,A) > 0 such that the following
holds.
For every Abelian group G of order n coprime with dk(A) and every
family of subsets X1, . . . ,Xm of G, if the homogeneous linear system Ax = 0
has at most δnm−k solutions with x1 ∈ X1, . . . , xm ∈ Xm then there are
sets X ′1 ⊂ X1, . . . ,X
′
m ⊂ Xm, with maxi |X
′
i| ≤ ǫn, such that there are no
solutions to the system with x1 ∈ X1 \X
′
1, . . . , xm ∈ Xm \X
′
m.
The next Proposition allows us to circumvent the condition regarding
the coprimality of dk(A) and n.
Proposition 5.2. Let A be a k×m integer matrix satisfying the n–columns
condition. Assume that dk(A) > 1. There is a k×m matrix A
′ with integer
coefficients which satisfies the n–columns condition such that dk(A
′) = 1
with the following property. For every abelian group G with exponent n, the
set of solutions of A′x = 0 with x ∈ G is a subset of the set of solutions of
the equation Ax = 0 with x ∈ G.
Proof. We proceed in two steps. First we note that a matrix A satisfying
the n–columns conditions is equivalent (in Zn) to a matrix A
′′ which satisfies
the Z–columns condition. Indeed, it suffices to replace the columns Ai of A
by Ai + nwi for appropriate integer vectors wi ∈ Z
k so that the equations
defining the n–columns condition are satisfied with the coefficients in Z. By
doing so the set of solutions of A′′x = 0 in G is the same as the one of the
original linear system Ax = 0, since n is the exponent of G.
We thus may assume that A satisfies the Z–columns condition. Let us
consider the Smith Normal Form of A: there exist two matrices U and V
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such that
UAV = (D|0)
where 0 is a k× (m−k) all-zero matrix, D is a k×k diagonal integer matrix
with d1, . . . , dk in the main diagonal with
∏k
i=1 di = dk(A). Moreover, U and
V are square unimodular integer matrices: U represents the row operations
and V the column operations that transform A to (D|0).
Let us consider the matrix B = (D|0)V −1 = UA. As B is built from
A by integer row operations, B satisfies the Z–columns condition and has
the same set of solutions as A in G. Since V −1 is unimodular, it represents
integer linear combinations of columns of (D|0) and we can observe that
each coefficient in the i-th row of B is a multiple of di, the i-th element of
D.
Consider now the matrix A′ obtained from B by dividing the i-th row
by di, for all i ∈ [1, k]. Since A
′V = (Id|0) is the Smith Normal Form of A′,
we have dk(B) = det(Id) = 1.
Let x = (x1 . . . , xm) ∈ G
m be a solution to A′x = 0. By multiplying by
di the i–th linear equation we get
0 = di(a
′
i,1x1 + · · ·+ a
′
i,mxm) = bi,1x1 + · · ·+ bi,mxm.
Hence, x is a solution of Bx = 0 and therefore it is also a solution to the
homogeneous system defined by A.
Finally let us show that A′ satisfies any linear equation satisfied by the
columns of B with the same coefficients (in particular, it satisfies the Z–
columns condition as B does). Suppose that
m∑
i=1
λiB
i = 0,
with λi ∈ Z. If we look at the j-th component, we observe that
0 =
m∑
i=1
λibj,i = dj
m∑
i=1
λia
′
j,i,
hence, we have
m∑
i=1
λia
′
j,i = 0,
that is, the same linear equation is satisfied by A′. Finally, if A′ satisfies de
Z–columns condition, then in particular it satisfies the n–columns condition.
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We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let G be a sufficiently large group with exponent
n. Let χ : G \ {0} → [r] be an r–colouring of the nonzero elements of G.
Let A be a k × m integer matrix satisfying the n–columns condition. By
Proposition 5.2 we may assume that dk(A) = 1.
For each divisor d of n, denote by Md the positive integer given by
Lemma 3.1 such that every r–coloring of the nonzero elements ZMdd has
a monochromatic solution to the homogeneous linear system Ax = 0 in
Z
Md
d \ {0} with every entry of x with order d. Denote by
M = max
d|n
Md.
For fixed n, every sufficiently large abelian group with exponent n contains
a subgroup of the form ZMd for some divisor d|n. Let n
′ be the largest divisor
d|n such that G contains a subgroup isomorphic to ZMd and let G
′ be the
largest subgroup with exponent n′ in G. We observe that
|G′| ≥ c2|G|,
where c−12 =
∏
d|n d
M , which depends only on n and M . Indeed, if a divisor
d of n does not divide n′ then, by the definition of n′, G contains the product
of at most M copies of Zd. We also note that, as n
′|n, the matrix A satisfies
the n′–columns condition.
Let Y1, . . . , Yr be the partition of G
′ \ {0} defined by the coloring χ. By
applying Lemma 5.1 r times, one for each color, with X1 = · · · = Xm = Yi,
for a given ǫ > 0 to be specified later there is δ = δ(ǫ,A) > 0 such that, if the
system Ax = 0 has less than δ|G′|m−k monochromatic solutions, then there
are subsets Y ′i ⊂ Yi with |Y
′
i | ≤ ǫm|G
′| such that the system Ax = 0 has no
solutions in ∪ri=1(Yi\Y
′
i ). In particular there are at most |∪
r
i=1Y
′
i | ≤ ǫrm|G
′|
removed elements with order n′.
Let a ∈
⋃r
i=1 Y
′
i be a removed element of order n
′. The number of sub-
groups of G′ isomorphic to ZMn′ which contain a is the same, by Lemma 4.2, as
the number
[
G′/Z
n
′
M − 1
]
n′
of subgroups isomorphic to ZM−1n′ in G
′/Zn′ . There-
fore, by choosing ǫ in Lemma 5.1 such that
0 < ǫ <
[
G′
M
]
n′
/(rm|G′|
[
G′/Z
n
′
M − 1
]
n′
), (9)
there is a subgroup of G′ isomorphic to ZMn′ with no element of order n
′
removed. By Lemma 3.1, there is a monochromatic solution to Ax = 0 in
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this subgroup, contradicting Lemma 5.1. Thus there are at least δ|G′|m−k ≥
δcm−k2 |G|
m−k monochromatic solutions.
We note that, by Lemma 3.1,[
G′
M
]
n′
rm|G′|
[
G/Z
n
′
M − 1
]
n′
≥
c1
rm
,
so that ǫ can be chosen independently of |G′| for sufficiently large |G′|.
The Theorem follows by taking c = min{δcm−k2 , c1r
−1m−1}. We note that δ
depends only on ǫ and A, whereas ǫ depends on c1, r andm. The constants c1
and c2 depend on n andM , whileM , by Lemma 5.1, depends only on r, n and
m. We finally observe that the statement holds if we only consider matrices
with coefficients in Zn. Since the number of k×m matrices with coefficients
in Zn is finite, the dependency on A can be expressed as a dependency on
m and n alone.
6 Density version
In this section we characterize the k × m integer matrices such that, for
every finite abelian group G, every set S with positive density, |S| > ǫ|G|
for some ǫ > 0, contains at least δ|G|m−k solutions for some δ = δ(ǫ) > 0.
This result is analogous to the version of Varnavides [16] of the Szemere´di’s
theorem [14] on arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions in dense sets of the
integers. In this case every set of integers with positive asymptotic upper
density contains cN2 k-arithmetic progressions for some positive constant c
which depends only on k.
We say that a (k×m) matrix A with integer coefficients and m ≥ k+2
is density regular if, for every ǫ > 0 there is n(ǫ) ∈ N such that the following
holds: for every abelian group G of order n ≥ n(ǫ) and every subset X ⊂ G
such that |X| ≥ ǫn, there is a nontrivial solution of the homogeneous linear
system Ax = 0 with all coordinates in X. Here by trivial solution we mean
one with all coordinates equal to the same common value.
In the terminology of Rado’s characterization of partition regular matri-
ces, we say that the k ×m integer matrix A, with m ≥ k + 2, verifies the
strong column condition if the sum of the columns is the zero vector in Zk.
Our main result is the following:
Theorem 6.1 (Counting for dense sets). Let A be a k ×m integer matrix.
Assume that A satisfies the strong column condition. For every ǫ > 0, there
exist a δ = δ(ǫ,A) > 0 with the following property: for every finite abelian
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group G with large enough |G| and for every set X ⊂ G with |X| ≥ ǫ|G|, the
linear system Ax = 0 has δ|G|m−k solutions with x ∈ Xm.
Moreover, if the matrix A does not satisfy the strong column condition
then A is not density regular.
Proof of Theorem 6.1. AssumeA satisfies the strong column condition. Note
that the strong column condition,
∑m
i=1A
i = 0, can be expressed as a lin-
ear combination with integer coefficients of the columns of A. Therefore, if
dk(A) > 1, we use Proposition 5.2 to obtain a matrix A
′ with dk(A
′) = 1,
satisfying the strong column condition as well and whose solution set is a
subset of the ones in Ax = 0. We thus may assume that dk(A) = 1.
Let G be an abelian group. Let ǫ > 0 and let X be a set with |X| ≥ ǫ|G|.
Then we can find trivial solutions to Ax = 0, namely x = (x0, . . . , x0), for
each x0 ∈ X.
By the Removal Lemma for linear systems in abelian groups, Lemma 5.1,
there exists a δ = δ(m−1ǫ/2, A) > 0 such that, if there are less than δ|G|m−k
solutions to Ax = 0, x ∈ Xm, then we can destroy all these solutions by
removing at most ǫ/2|G| elements fromX. However, as we have not removed
all the elements from X, there are, still, some trivial solutions. Therefore,
the total number of solutions must be larger than δ|G|m−k.
For the second part of the Theorem, suppose that there is one equation
a1x1 + · · · + amxm = 0 with
∑
i ai = α 6= 0. Choose a sufficiently large
positive integer n and consider G to be the cyclic group Zn. Let X ⊂ Zn
consist of the elements whose representatives in [0, n] are congruent to 1
modulo |α|+ 1 and lie in an initial segment [0, n0], where n0 = n/(mt) and
t = maxi |ai|. Thus |X| ≥ n/(mt(|α| + 1)). Every element in X
m is of the
form u′ = u(|α|+1)+1, where u is an integer valued m–vector and 1 is the
all ones vector. Hence, if a = (a1, . . . , am) and u
′ ∈ Xm, we have
a · u′ = (a · u)(|α| + 1) + α.
Since a·u is an integer, a·u′ cannot be equal to zero. Moreover, u′ is nonzero
modulo r because the elements in X are in [1, r0], so a · u
′ ∈ [−r+ 1, r− 1].
Thus the equation a1x1 + · · · + amxm = 0 has no solutions in X.
7 Final Remarks
We close this paper with some remarks on the hypothesis of our main result
Theorem 1.3, and on the proof of the Ramsey result in Section 3.
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Our first remark concerns the hypothesis on the n–columns condition in
the main result, Theorem 1.3. In the original result of Rado on monochro-
matic solutions of linear systems on Z, the columns condition is necessary
and sufficient. The p–colorings which show the necessity of the condition
cannot be translated to the case of finite abelian groups.
When n = p is a prime, then the Zp–columns condition is again necessary
(Theorem 1.1). The colorings which show the necessity, however, cannot be
carried over to the case of abelian groups with bounded exponent n and n
non prime. More precisely, these colorings only ensure that, if a matrix A
does not satisfies the n–column condition, then it has no monochromatic
solutions in a set of the form F (x1, . . . , xm) as described in Lemma 3.3. It
is not clear to us if the n–columns condition is necessary for the conclusion
of Theorem 1.3 to hold.
On the other hand, there are weaker generalizations of the condition of
[1, Theorem 2.4] that do not work. For example, just requiring that the
given matrix A satisfies the p–columns condition for every prime divisor p
of n is not enough. For instance, the following matrix
A =

 1 0 −1 00 1 −1 0
0 0 0 2

 .
satisfies the 2-columns condition, as the sum of the columns is 0 with the
coefficients in Z2. However, there is no solution with x4 ∈ Z
N
4 \Z
N
2 , as that
variable must satisfy 2 · x4 = 0 mod 4 in all the N coordinates and thus it
has not order 4. If we use the 2-coloring defined as: χ(x) = 1 if x has order
4 and χ(x) = 2 if x has order 2, there are only monochromatic solutions
of order 2. The number of solutions is (2N )3, yet is not as large as δ(4N )2
that, for N large enough, the corresponding version of Theorem 1.3 would
output.
Our second remark concerns the version of the Vector Space Ramsey
Theorem we have used in our proof of the Ramsey result in Section 3. In
the terminology of Ramsey Theory, the Vector Space Ramsey Theorem is
equivalent to say that the class of vector spaces is a Ramsey class. Even
if Deuber and Rothschild [4] show that the class of Finite Abelian Groups
is not a Ramsey class, Voigt [17] characterizes the abelian groups H for
which the class of Finite Abelian Groups has the partition property with
respect to H. This means that for any G′, there exist a G such that, for
every coloring of the subgroups of G isomorphic to H, there is a subgroup
isomorphic to G′ in G all of its subgroups isomorphic to H have the same
color. In particular one can take H to be a cyclic group, which is the case
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we are interested in. Bergelson, Deuber and Hindman [1] give two proofs
of Theorem 1.1, a combinatorial one and a second one based in ergodic
theory. A close examination of their combinatorial proof convinced us that
the simple application of the Vector Space Ramsey Theorem is not enough
to reach the desired conclusion. Moreover, to adapt a complete argument to
the context of finite groups seemed to be harder than to prove directly the
existence of monochromatic skeletons. This prompted us to give a complete
proof of Lemma 3.1, which can of course be also applied to the case of finite
fields.
The third observation is connected with the restriction to the class of
finite abelian groups with bounded torsion in the statement of Theorem 1.3.
The counting result by Frankl, Graham and Ro¨dl [5, Theorem 1] provides
an analogous statement for groups whose exponent is linear with the order
of the group. It is not clear to us if the two results can be combined in
a single statement for the class of all finite abelian groups. We note that
the constants involved in counting the number of solutions in both results
depend heavily on the conditions on the exponent. Moreover, the proofs of
the two statements are quite different, and each of them look for solutions
with different structures. We believe that the conclusion of both results
remains true for the whole class of finite abelian groups, but the combination
of the two existent results may require new ideas.
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